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Course Description 
Digital Product Management™ training teaches how to work in a dual-track development 
environment to develop digital products that matter.  

During the course, you’ll learn about every important task and all the core skills required to 
iteratively develop solutions that move the needle for your customers. The course is divided into 
three broad topic categories: 

 What is the Digital Space and who are your key stakeholders
 Skills to decide what is the next best item to work on – and practice getting there
 Skills to incrementally grow your product business.

Each module has corresponding handouts and printable pages so that you can easily take notes. 
This comprehensive learning experience ensures you will have the knowledge to work confidently 
on your digital product no matter where you are or what type it is. And finally, you will finish with the 
materials you need to study for the Digital Product Manager certification from AIPMM. 

Prerequisites 

You are expected to be a business professional with at least one year of business experience before 
taking this course. 

Learning Outcomes 

Upon successful completion of this course, you will have: 

 A deep understanding of how great digital companies do Product Management

 The skills and knowledge necessary to be an excellent Product Manager in ANY company or
industry that is developing digital solutions for sale or internal applications

 Flexible and robust digital product management techniques which you can apply effectively
and efficiently for a given product using Agile development

 The confidence to take and pass the Certified Digital Product Manager exam, administered
by the Association of International Product Marketing and Management (AIPMM)

Course Format 

Although the course is in-person, you have the option of downloading the handouts and taking 
notes as you go along the course. You will be introduced to online tools such as MURAL and other 
tools, as noted.  
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A list of class module content follows: 

Modules Contents Additional Resources 

Module 1 

Introduction to DPM  Introduction to course and tools
 Meet course participants
 Key Digital Concepts (including

Product-market Fit, the Digital
Business Flywheel and Product-led
Growth)

Complete all actions in 
the Setting Up section 
below. 

Module 2 

Digital Culture  Cultural Transformation
 PM Roles in the Digital Org
 UX: Practices, Process and Roles
 The Data Team
 The Product Triad

 Videos: What is UX
Design (first video is 5
minutes)

 Becoming a Data
Driven Product
Manager (brief article)

 

Module 3 

Becoming Data-
Informed 

 Measuring the Product (Product
KPIs)

 Net Promoter Score
 Measuring the Business (Business

KPIs)
 Marketing and Sales funnel
 Aligning with business outcomes

 Metrics for Product
Managers 3 minutes

Module 4 

Problem and Hypothesis  Innovation 
 Product-Market Fit Hypothesis
 Measuring Product-market Fit
 Personas
 Design Thinking – Part 1

(Empathize and Define phases)

 Don Norman:
Principles of Human
Centered Design, 3
mins. 

 How to conduct an
empathy interview,  9
minutes 

Module 5 

Seeking Solutions  Design Thinking – Part 2 (Ideate,
PREtotype and Test phases)

 Rapid prototyping and storyboards
 Feasibility
 Viability and cost estimates
 Value Proposition
 Market Segmentation

 Geoffrey Moore:
Market segmentation
and Personas,
4 minutes

Module 6 

Objectives and Key 
Results 

 Understanding the difference
between product and business
outcomes

 How to map from business
objectives to outputs

 TBD
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Modules Contents Additional Resources 

Module 7 

The Agile PM  Agile in a Nutshell
 User Stories and Story Mapping
 Dual-track Agile and Continuous

Discovery
 Release Planning and

Roadmapping
 Usability and User Testing
 MVP and MBI

 For those of you who
are newer to Agile or
wanting to extend
your knowledge
beyond what we offer
in this class, check out
the Agile Alliance.
Agile 101

 Agile Development at
Guidewire,
3 minutes

 How to do User Story
Mapping,
8 minutes

 How to Write Good
User Stories Using [3]
Components, 8
minutes 

Module 8 

Optimizing Product-led 
Growth 

 Product-led Growth overview
 Jobs to be Done
 From MQLs/SQLs to PQLs
 Measuring growth with Pirate

Metrics

 What is Product-led
Growth?

 Are PQLs the new
MQLs?

 Product People, Mind
the Gap

 Clay Christensen: The
"Job" of a McDonald's
Milkshake, 7 minutes

 Optional: If you'd like
to learn more about
Jobs-to-be-Done,
download and read
Stategyn's free ebook:
https://strategyn.com/j
obs-to-be-done/ 

Module 9 

Module 9: DevOps and 
Experimentation 

 Optimizing Onboarding and
Engagement

 Deploying and Releasing Software
 Experimentation and A/B Testing

 What is DevOps?
 A/B and See: A

Beginner's Guide to
A/B Testing

Module 10 
Change Management & 
Navigating Internal 
Stakeholders 

 Understanding Change
Management

 Roles within CM
 Next Steps- what can you control?
 Internal stakeholder management
 Discussion: common questions

and issues
 Course wrap-up

TBD 
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Technology Requirements 
Here’s what you’ll need to effectively participate in class: 

 Computer with the Chrome Browser
 Computer mouse (easier to navigate around MURAL)
 Strong Internet Connection
 MURAL.co whiteboarding account

Setting Up 

Strong Internet Connection 

The success of the course depends upon a fast, reliable Internet connection. 

 Since we are utilizing video and other tools, you’ll need to have a connection that is stable
and fast enough to support this.

 Confirm that you have a fast and stable connection at the location where you plan to take
the course. If you normally have no trouble with video on web conferences at that location,
you should be fine.

 Note: If you normally use a VPN (Virtual Private Network) to connect, we recommend you
turn this off for the course because VPNs typically slow your Internet speed.

 Close down all windows except the ones that you’ll use for class. This often helps internet
speeds.

MURAL.co Whiteboarding 

MURAL is a dynamic, virtual whiteboarding tool you will use to collaborate with other class members 
during exercises.  

 The class invitation includes a MURAL link for the “General Session” room we will use during
class.

o The “General Session” room is where the entire class can collaborate using virtual
whiteboards called “Canvases”.

o You will later also be assigned to a “Team” room for use during small-team exercises.
 When you accept this invitation follow the instructions on the MURAL.co (NOT: MURAL.com)

website to set-up your account. As with Zoom, you’ll need to use the email address you
used for this course to register for MURAL as well.

Pre-Class Exercise 

Before the first class, complete the pre-class exercise: “Getting to Know You” described below. 

To complete this exercise, you must first establish your MURAL account by accepting the MURAL 
invitation and setting up your MURAL account. (See “MURAL.co Whiteboarding” above) 

Second, watch this quick ‘How to Use Mural Demonstration Video’. This video will demonstrate 
using the features in Mural and it’s just over 6 minutes. 

1. Staying in the “General Session” room within MURAL, find a canvas titled: “Getting to Know
You”. Select this canvas to open it.

2. Open the Outline tool using the icon  in the upper toolbar, on the right-hand side. 
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3. Find your name in the Outline and click on it. This will zoom you into a specific area of the
canvas that is for you to add your own information.

4. Next, add information about yourself. Your instructor will use the information you place here
when making introductions during the first-class session.

a. Fill-in information about what you’d like to get out of the class, your job, background,
and some fun-facts about you to share with other class members.

b. You can place text boxes, sticky notes, and even import pictures onto your part of the
canvas using the dark grey toolbar on the left-hand side of the window.

c. All your work is automatically saved.
5. Experiment with entering information in various ways. You’ll be using MURAL a lot during

class, so get familiar with how MURAL works to assure that when you start class, you’ll be
prepared to participate.

You will present what you have created in this exercise during the first part of the first class 
session. 

Technical Support for 3rd party tools 

MURAL: https://support.MURAL.co/en/ 

Other Questions: support@280group.com 




